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Abstract

The media coverage of electoral campaigns has been reinforced by the massive use of social networks. The impact and dynamics associated with these contents are a unique object of study in the analysis of the political message transmitted by the candidates and in the study of its effectiveness. The digitization of politics and the transformation of traditional electoral campaigns implies the need to reinforce studies on the impact of social media during an election campaign. Using content analysis, in a qualitative and quantitative study, this article aims to address the presence of Donald Trump on Facebook in the last month of the 2020 presidential election campaign. Considering the proliferation of online information, it is important to study the content expressed by the Republican candidate and its impact on his followers. According to the purposes of the research, the expected results will allow us to understand the discursive dynamics and the communication adopted by Donald Trump in this social media, as well as to gauge the reactions to each publication, in a path that mixes the contributions of electoral and political communication studies.
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Introduction

The approach to the presidential elections in the United States of America is one of the determining paths to understand the international political system and existing political communication forms. The emphasis given by the international media to this electoral process, as well as the impact of US foreign policy on the global order, constitute core aspects to understand the various political phenomena, as well as governance models at a supranational scale.

Likewise, communication strategies are a relevant source of analysis of existing trends in terms of the preparation and handling of electoral campaigns on a global comparative scale.

The study of leaderships has been based on a strengthening of the relationship between the political agenda, the media agenda and the way political actors seek to convey their message to the electorate. In this context, there is a significant change in the means and in the way of communicating, corresponding to a paradigm shift regarding traditional electoral campaigns.

The emergence of political leaders outside the traditional axis of the “party leadership” and other media stages, such as the world of television, the world of entertainment or business deals, requires reinforcing the scope of research in the field of the type of intervention and the impact of these new leaders on the general population. Similarly, the universalization of Internet access has led to greater concern on the part of political parties and their candidates to ensure a more effective presence on digital platforms, finding a new space to recover the importance of the political message and the connection with the electorate (Bimber and Davis, 2003). The alternative to traditional media allows political actors to challenge the rigidity of the political and media system, in a process that significantly changes the campaign strategy.

¹ Article translated by Carolina Peralta.
The growing interest in the analysis of digital electoral campaigns stems, precisely, from the engagement they provide, as well as the possibility of ensuring an inverse communication (bottom-up) from the electorate. This influences the discourse and the proposals presented by political actors. In this sense, Gunn Enli and Eli Skogerbo (2013) identify three central reasons for using social networks: marketing, mobilization and direct contact with voters. The latter is more evident in political systems centred on the image and action of the candidates, when there is strong personalization of the campaign (Gunn Enli and Eli Skogerbo, 2013: 758). In this growing media space, social media provide the tools that candidates need to assert themselves with the electorate, dispensing with or, at least, relegating the role of traditional media to a secondary level. This new centrality of digital communication and the mechanisms of continuous interaction between political agents and the electorate represents a new functionality to ensure the involvement of citizens in the political dispute (Carlisle and Patton, 2013). This impact was evident in the election campaigns of Barack Obama (2008 and 2012), generating mass involvement through simple and effective messages (Bode, 2012). Social media, more specifically Facebook and Twitter, “mark a new environment and a new form of communication with citizens and organizations in a multidirectional way, but with the commitment to interact, that is, to be a proactive user in virtual communities” (Túñez and Sixto, 2011: 1).

The advent of the Trump presidency (2017-2021) marks a relevant period of analysis of the use of social media, whether in terms of studying the content of the message sent, or in terms of civic engagement and comparative studies resorting to the social media used by other political leaders. One notices a greater appeal to emotion on the part of the Republican candidate, as well as a more intensive use of these communication tools for the affirmation of identity values (Costa and Khudoliy, 2019).

This new communication model appears as an alternative to the traditional media, in a direct call to emotion and contact with each user, allowing meaningful interaction, either with the candidate, or with thousands of followers.

In fact, the victory of Donald Trump in the presidential elections of the US in 2016 was characterised by a significant use of social media, which became an instrument of communication with the electorate and of support around the candidate. This fact was amplified by the high number of Trump followers on the various social platforms (Azari, 2016). In this sense, this paper aims to analyse the way Trump used the Facebook platform during the election campaign period in the 2020 elections.

This paper focuses on three core objectives: to understand the importance of the impact of the digitization of information in electoral campaigns; to analyse how Donald Trump used Facebook to convey his message; and to examine the impact of these messages on his followers.

The speed of the transmission of information is a challenge in any scientific analysis. We need to check the scope of the communication, the meaning of the words/expressions used, and to understand the existing interaction dynamics, in order to contribute to the study and understanding of the success or failure of an
electoral campaign. In fact, are we faced with an increasing role of the media and digital platforms for the electoral success or failure of a certain candidate or party? Will we move towards an excess of personalization, in a process focused on the candidate at the expense of the proposals presented? This paper aims to contribute to the studies that link political communication, the use of social media and the handling of electoral campaigns, in an alternative process to in-person electoral campaigns.

**Political communication and social media**

There is growing debate about the impact and the typology of political communication expressed in social media, with this new communication model constituting an effective way of bringing together candidates and voters. The opening of an “unlimited” stage for citizens to express their opinions represents a direct mechanism for political participation, challenging traditional conceptions of participation. In fact, we can understand political participation as “the set of acts and attitudes that aim to influence, more or less directly and more or less legally, the decisions of those in power in the political system” (Pasquino, 2005: 50). However, involvement in social media implies a less conventional and less controlled model of participation by political actors. The proliferation of digital communication has eliminated intermediaries between political actors and citizens, which has advantages and disadvantages.

The greater possibility for intervention and the direct participation of citizens in the public debate may constitute valid alternatives for participation and constitute a new form of “control” of the action of public authorities, with the possibility of including social groups that were previously excluded in this debate. However, the quality of the debate can be affected by a wealth of information, which is difficult for all stakeholders to process. There is also the risk that political actors act in the face of social/media pressure at the expense of action based on reason (Dader, 2001 and Sampietro and Ordaz, 2015).

In addressing the political communication aspect, we are aware of the vast field of research in this field. Our approach reflects the concern to reconcile the scope of political communication in the field of social media in a specific context, the US presidential elections in 2020.

The personalization of the campaign, centred in a two-party context and involving an immediate choice between two governance options, reinforces the need to analyse the context of the electoral campaign and the message conveyed. The option to address the political communication associated with Donald Trump results from the impact of the Republican candidate on social media, as well as the fact that he uses digital platforms as an alternative to traditional media, in a path initiated in the first candidacy in 2016 (Azari, 2016). We bring together two central concepts, “communication” and “politics”, bearing in mind that the democratic debate implies a way of conveying the message, this being facilitated and leveraged by the immediate access to information. The proliferation of social media and universal access to the Internet increasingly questions the role of
traditional media, but it offers an opportunity to deepen the relationship between candidates and voters.

We do not advocate the view that this substitution automatically corresponds to a reinforcement of communication or improvement of the democratic goals of a given country. We are aware of the importance of traditional communication for the functioning of democracy, and of the possibility of the proliferation of online communication to generate the increase in fake news” (Pepp, Michaelson and Sterken, 2019). This increase was evident during the electoral debates in the 2016 US presidential election (Farkas and Schou, 2018).

The weight of the political message must be measured according to its scope. Its presence on social media provides a broad set of indicators of the reach of each post. This analysis should be carried out in the context of the use of social media, and the interpretation should not be automatically extrapolated to electoral results.

In a comprehensive way, and using Mcnair’s (1999) contribution, we can identify three central elements of political communication: the media, political organizations, where political representatives are included, and citizens. These elements are in constant interaction and the system is conditioned by permanent feedback, with the content of the message producing a volume of interactions between the different actors in the communication process. However, the reach and power of social media go beyond this triple analysis by allowing a more direct, regular communication free from a set of constraints, namely the issue of the “selective participation filter”.

However, some studies indicate that the use of communication via Facebook is not so different from the behaviours that individuals have in offline communication. The individual's action is not marked by the creation of a “virtual character” distinct from political involvement in a face-to-face environment (Miller, Bobkowski e Maliniak, 2015). The biggest difference lies in the number of interactions recorded on social media, making the impact of each message less visible or perceptible in a more global approach.

In a context in which there is exponential growth of social media and online communication, there is a path that ensures the creation of differentiated content and maintaining a level of permanent public discussion. In this domain, the Facebook platform “has emerged as an important political portal in North America and in a more global context” (Elmer, McKelvey and Devereaux, 2009: 416), ensuring, since 2008, a set of partnerships with traditional media in electoral periods.

Another path that must be followed in the analysis of this topic is the ability of social media to shape and condition the view of public opinion. With a high level of interaction, will it be possible to find patterns of communication and understanding between users of social media? Or are we looking at platforms that validate previous ideas that individuals have about certain parties or candidates?

We cannot fail to mention the importance of analysing the “play on emotions” and the ability to achieve significant user involvement with the candidate through
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messages, images or videos, as part of a communication strategy based on the appeal to the sentiment or the defence of moral and identity values. This “play on emotions” is decisive for the construction of group identity, whether in the context of defending the values and positioning of the candidate, or in attacking the opponent’s candidacy (Sampietro and Ordaz, 2015). This analysis of a discourse that appeals to emotion or the adoption of a discourse based on rationality produce different contents and impacts, the option of each candidate/political actor being consistent with the campaign objectives.

The critical look at Donald Trump's actions on social media, specifically on Facebook, results from the very organization and dynamics of the functioning of international decision centres and the posture of the 45th President of the US. Donald Trump's leadership promoted the affirmation of a populist, anti-globalization and protectionist agenda, triggering a succession of significant cultural events and confrontations (Inglehart e Norris, 2016 e Mayda e Peri, 2017).

This intervention dynamism was fuelled by Trump's strong presence on social media, namely on Facebook and Twitter, ensuring a considerable civic engagement in these domains (Ott, 2017 and Ross and Caldwell, 2020). It is important to highlight that this presence was more evident in periods of electoral competition. Still, the use of digital platforms of the fact checking model and verification of the veracity of the information can question the exposed contents, reducing or mitigating the message’s impact.

The importance of observing the relationship of political communication within the scope of social media is core in the analysis of current electoral campaigns. The change in the traditional model of communication with the electorate and the involvement of thousands of citizens in the public debate produce significant changes in the theoretical models of analysis of campaigns and electoral results, with the inclusion of a set of variables and indicators in this analysis.

**Research design, methodology and data collection**

This research focused on the analysis of the political communication of Donald Trump on Facebook immediately before the US presidential elections in 2020 (held on 3 November 2020). The research design makes it possible to ask a central research question: what was the communication model adopted by Trump in the period before the presidential election? Likewise, we resort to two derived questions to deepen the analysis: what were the characteristics and elements used in the candidate's publications as a whole? What was the impact of the publications on the followers of Trump’s official page?

In the vast literature we identify two relevant paths: studies that focus on the influence and impact of the media on electoral results and the functioning of democracy (Ansolabehere, Behr and Ivengar, 1991; Graber 2004 and Lange and Ward, 2004) and empirical studies focusing on the impact of social media and communication models associated with everyday political life (Elmer, McKelvey and Devereaux, 2009; Farkas and Schou, 2018; Thorson, Cotter, Medeiros and Pak, 2019; Ross and Caldwell, 2020; Linden, Panagopoulos and Roozenbeek, 2020).
We chose the second path as it allows to decode the communication codes associated with Trump's strategy in an attempt to ensure his re-election, as well as to gauge the impact of each publication on the network of followers. The option for Facebook is justified by the number of followers that the candidate has (more than 35 million followers on 3 November 2020), as well as by the dimension of the platform, widely disseminated and recognized in the context of digital platforms².

The study uses content analysis of publications on Donald Trump's official Facebook page, from 1 October 2020 to 3 November 2020. All publications from the month before the elections, as well as the days in November prior to this election, were aggregated. It should be noted that the electoral process is continuous, with a record amount of early votes registered in these elections³.

This approach allows us to know what kind of topics were included and to analyse the impact (reactions) to each post, enabling interpreting Trump's communication and electoral strategy.

From a methodological point of view, the research focused on content analysis. It used the quantitative and qualitative approach, with a category basis, and considered the number of publications and their typology. The use of content analysis is in line with studies on the analysis of messages published on social media and the approach to the online political communication strategy.

In addition to content analysis, we used the semiotic communication model in the same way, with the aim of analysing and understanding the meaning of the messages of the Republican candidate in the period preceding the electoral act.

This approach is in line with the contributions of Berelson (1952), Bardin (1977) and Krippendorf (2004), with a special focus on the descriptive analysis of the content expressed in the media (Semetko, and Valkenburg, 2016 ). This strategy corresponds to a classic approach to the use of this research technique, combined with its adaptation through the specificity of the phenomena to be observed, associating a quantitative aspect with a qualitative aspect with a category and inferential basis.

During the selection of the number of messages, we framed the study in an analysis model composed of six categories and respective variables: William Benoit's political discourse functional theory (acclaiming; attacking; defending); Aristotelian rhetoric; (logic; customs; emotion); the action request (donation; vote; involvement); the topics covered; the structure of the publication (video, image, text, hyperlink) and the impact of the publication (number of reactions, shares and comments).

---

² Facebook is the most used digital platform/social media in the world. In: https://datareportal.com/social-media-users, accessed on 10 January 2021.

This analysis model allows us to take a global and comprehensive approach to communication strategies, as well as Trump's options in using this social network. In a schematic way, it should be noted that the functional analysis theory has been regularly used to analyse electoral debates and the various contents of political communication (Benoit et al., 2002). The objective is to structure the type of campaign and language used according to the aspirations of each candidate.

In a second segment of analysis, we framed the publications according to Aristotle's rhetorical art, structuring registered publications as “appealing” to logic, emotion, customs or traditions (Rohden, 1997). In a third segment, we structured the publications according to the action request, which may involve a request for donations, a call to vote or a request for support/involvement in the campaign. The analysis also focuses on the core campaign topics exposed in each of the publications in the period under study. The fifth and sixth segments deal with the format of the publication (text, video, image or use of hyperlinks) and the respective impact, considering the number of shares, the comments generated and the number of reactions.

The data is organized based on this category framework. The central objective was to address the communicational intentionality associated with each publication in this social media. The use of content analysis and the semiotic model of communication allows to group the collected information and structure the contents in processes of codification, categorization and inference (Espírito Santo, 2008). The selected model starts from a set of predefined variables, in order to frame the publications registered in that analysis.
Corpus Analysis

This paper examined the period between 1 October 2020 and 3 November 2020. It studied the publications in the official account of Donald Trump on Facebook in the period immediately prior to the Presidential elections, also characterized by a high record of early voting (by mail and in person).

A total of 215 publications made in 34 days (average of 6.3 publications per day) were extracted and analysed using the NodeXLGraph software. The categorization process thus ensures the conditions for the scientific validation of the time and thematic cut-off of this study, in a process based on the objectivity of the information and the adequacy of the methodology to the studied contents (Bardin, 1977).

1. Results

The analysis of the data collected took into account a set of a priori conditions: the publications occur in the middle of the electoral campaign period, but simultaneously in the process of voting, given the size of the early vote in the last North American elections. The publications appear on President Donald Trump's official Facebook account (https://www.facebook.com/DonaldTrump) and were collected the day after the elections (4 November 2020). The fact that the United States’ political system is strongly marked by a dichotomous, two-party perspective, which increases the polarization of the political debate, must be highlighted.

Functional theory of political discourse

The functional theory model is directly related to the communication strategy of each candidate and to the potential associated with each communication platform, in this case social media (Facebook). The model determines the classification of publications in three dimensions: submission of proposals (legislative/thematic) or announcements of the candidate's acclaim; attack speeches (to opponents, other actors involved in the electoral debate or other institutions) or defence speeches (in the face of previously confirmed attacks).

It should be noted that this analysis takes into account the number of publications (n = 215), but several publications combine acclaim, attack and defence content, as seen in the other categories. The same publication may contain elements that allow framing it in multiple variables. It should be noted that more than half of the contents corresponded to acclaim messages from the candidate or presentation of political proposals, despite being of a general scope, that is, of proposition in relation to certain topics or demonstration of intentions in public policies.
This approach also reflects the fact that this acclamation was made with the systematic use of the broadcast of Trump and Mike Pence rallies live on Facebook (79 publications, that is, 37% of all publications). In turn, there is a considerable number (21%) of publications that substantiate attacks, namely on the Democratic candidate, Joe Biden, and on the media. The attacks are dispersed, involving Joe Biden’s tax plan, measures on the legalization of immigrants, the reinforcement of lockdown due to the health pandemic or the attack on the media by disclosing certain electoral polls.

**Aristotelian Rhetoric**

In the political discourse analysis model presented on Facebook, the publications fit into three types of discourse, according to the Aristotelian rhetoric model. There is an interpretation of these contents in the light of the defence and promotion of logical reasoning based on the evidence or data presented, a second model of communication based on the valuing or presentation of North American customs or traditions and a third model of communication based on emotion and the direct involvement of users with their candidate.
In this regard, mention should be made of the primacy given to emotional speeches/content, calling for a reinforcement or a deepening of the symbiosis between Trump supporters and the Republican candidate. These contents reflect a message of “struggle” on behalf of the candidate and on behalf of the country. There is also regular use of positive adjectives by American citizens (ex: “proud”, “great”) and the dissemination of Trump images surrounded by crowds of supporters, creating a population “support” for the Republican Party campaign.

**Action Request**

Political communication is often based on a direct request for support or involvement from users (voters) in the electoral campaign. When examining the publications during this period, we checked if there were any requests for donations, traditional in North American campaigns, any direct or indirect call to vote and calls for support and involvement in campaign actions.

From the data analysis, despite the strong investment required to launch a presidential campaign in the US, there is only one publication related to requests for or references to donations, which may be related to the fact that the analysis focuses on the final part of the electoral campaign.
The communication was based on calls for direct involvement in campaign actions (in person or online) and direct references to voting, namely with the creation of an incentive for users to send a message to a campaign number with the word "vote". This allowed the campaign team to create a wide network of contacts/database of potential voters. Thus, the requested involvement focused on creating greater monitoring of online initiatives (engagement on social networks) or requesting a direct call to vote.

**Topics Covered**

In this category, we chose to identify the topics covered in each publication, creating a thematic “script” of Trump's communication structure. From the analysis carried out, there is a significant diversity of contents, and it is not possible to unveil a coherent thematic line of action during this period.

In the middle of a pandemic, in terms of communication priority was given to economic issues, precisely the aspect where Trump sought to capitalize his action in the White House, namely with emphasis given to economic indicators and the recovery period experienced after the second half of 2020. These contents were strongly related to publications associated with the industry and energy sector and job promotion in the country.
Also worthy of note is the regular reference to the media and polls, in a strategy of playing down and attack the media during the campaign, as well as the broadcast of religious content (live prayers on Facebook), in a direct appeal to the catholic and evangelical vote.

The references to Covid-19 were made in order to defend the testing capacity of the US and to attack the possibility of promoting the closure of services or economic activity. It was a topic with little impact on the communication dynamics on Facebook.

**Publication Structure**

Chart 4. Publication Structure

Almost all publications had at least two formats, the most recurrent being text communication. Alongside this option, there was live broadcast of several campaign events, including rallies by Donald Trump and Mike Pence, as well as the broadcast of some programmes by Trump’s campaign team. The regular publication of videos (live or recorded) allowed greater user engagement and the establishment of synchronous comments, in a process of systematic politicization of the shared content. Less usual was the use of hyperlinks, which corresponds to the objective of directly publishing information without the need to “force” users to access other electronic addresses. This option, of simultaneous use of video and image alongside the text, attests the effectiveness of the image and the permanent interaction in the live content. The power of the image was decisive for the effectiveness of the political message and for inviting the reactions of users.

**Publication Impact**

With regard to the impact of publications, the number of reactions, shares and comments that each publication triggered were analysed. It also enabled seeing the contents that generated greater adherence on the part of users.
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Chart 5. Impact (average of reactions, shares and comments)

The figures reflect a significant dynamic of Trump's official website, with a disparity in the impact of each publication. Graph 5. shows the averages of the number of reactions, shares and comments, but it is important to check the content that produced the most impact, paving the way for greater understanding of the content with the greatest impact.

Regarding the sharing of publications, the most shared content was a cover of the “New York Post” newspaper, with a quote from the American rapper 50 Cent, with the statement “I don't want to end up 20 cent”, in a criticism of the tax plan defended by Joe Biden. This publication was shared by 162,000 users. The second publication with the highest number of shares (118,000) was the release of a video with images of Donald Trump and Joe Biden rallies, with the first recording a considerable crowd and the second having a small number of participants, due to the campaign strategy adopted in times of pandemic. The third most shared publication (104,000) was a video of a set of Trump supporters “escorting” a Joe Biden campaign bus in the State of Texas, with the video’s description: “I love Texas”.

In terms of comments, the publications with the greatest impact were the presidential debate between Trump and Biden, which was broadcast live on 23 October 2020, with a total of more than 290,000 comments; the final campaign message, written on 3 November, had a total of 224,000 comments and reflected Trump's thanks to his supporters (“To all our supporters: thank you from the bottom of my heart. You have been there from the beginning, and I will never let you down. Your hopes are my hopes, your dreams are my dreams, and your future is what I am fighting for every single day”) and the debate between the two vice president candidates, Mike Pence and Kamala Harris, on 18 October 2020 (118,000 comments).

In terms of the typology of reactions, we opted for a global approach, taking into account that most of the reactions were positive (like “like” or “love”). The publication with the highest number of reactions was precisely the final campaign acknowledgment text set out above, with a total of 1,515,469 reactions (more than 98% of the reactions were
positive). The second publication with the greatest impact was Trump's statement after recovering from Covid-19, on 6 October when he wrote on the platform a short text stating that he felt great. This publication generated a total of 1,476,929 reactions (more than 96.6% positive reactions). The other publications with the greatest impact addressed the issue of education (approval of legislation to prevent indoctrination in schools), with a total of 803,000 reactions and the transmission of the campaign motto adopted in 2016 and replicated in 2020 “Make America Great Again”, with a total of 745,000 reactions.

Simple messages were more successful and there was greater dynamism of social media with live content, promoting greater participation of followers of Trump’s official page. Thus, the use of a direct communication model was confirmed, using the publication of face-to-face events on Facebook and content to promote user involvement and participation dynamics in campaign actions. The option lied in content linked to appreciation and promotion of Trump, as well as the use of content promoting sentimental/emotional links around the candidacy.

From a strategic point of view, there was regular use of messages to attack political opponents and the media, using a combination of text and video publications. A significant variety of topics were covered, with emphasis on economic issues. The official page records a significant level of engagement, with thousands of comments, shares and reactions. The content was simpler and more objective, along with the broadcast of campaign debates, which provoked a higher level of reaction on the part of users.

Although Trump was defeated in the elections, this level of enthusiasm and presence on social media may be associated with an improvement in the vote compared to 2016 (Trump got 10 million more votes in 2020 than in the first election), as well as a more competitive performance compared to the forecast of electoral studies.

Conclusions

The research around the strategic communication options of political leaders directly intertwines with the analysis of the electoral results and with the voters' perception of the charisma and action of each political actor. Although the importance of analysing the impact of physical presence, namely the role of candidates in electoral debates or at rallies, continues to be confirmed, the proliferation of social media and their daily use by voters indicates the need to examine their use for political purposes, both by political actors (message senders) and users (message recipients).

This research enabled understanding Donald Trump's campaign strategy regarding the use of Facebook, as well as analysing the engagement of its users, in a period strongly marked by political and social instability in the US due to political polarization and strong electoral mobilization.

The analysis of electoral campaigns implies a multidisciplinary view and a critical stance at the multiple variables that influence voters' behaviour and their perception of candidates and the central topics in the decision-making process regarding the vote. The use of social media represents one of the paths of this research process, considering the growing access to these platforms and the progressive replacement of institutional communication with daily communication on social media.
The advent of online communication adapted to political content opens the opportunity to broaden electoral studies, as well as theories to explain voters' behaviour. In this context, the reasons associated with the use of social media (marketing, mobilization and direct contact) are part of the strategy and the path followed by the Republican candidate.

By focusing the analysis on the publications made in the period immediately prior to the election, we were able to unveil political communication in the most intense phase of the campaign on Facebook, where Trump has the largest number of followers.

The data presented allow us to characterize Trump's strategy on Facebook. His presence was marked by the publication of several daily messages and the use of a simple, objective and focused discourse in an attempt to ensure the immediate adhesion of users to his political message. Likewise, the analysis of this social media shows the impact and importance of social media in the campaign strategy, ensuring the creation of a wave of enthusiasm around the candidacy, in a period when the face-to-face events decreased due to the pandemic.

The communication processes during the electoral campaign period focused on topics that reflected the voters' concerns. However, this does not mean an immediate adhesion of the candidate to a hierarchy of topics presented or defended by the electorate. The discourse was centred on Trump's political agenda and his objectives of attacking the proposals presented by Joe Biden. This process determines the need to deepen the research around the content expressed in each publication and in the associated comments, allowing future research (causal relations) between communication and the users' perception of the various topics addressed.

In a context of significant growth in the use and potential of online communication, it is important to deepen the study of the means, techniques and strategies used to promote political participation, opening up a range of opportunities for public discussion outside the traditional channels of debate. The partisanship and polarization of social media are one of the most relevant objects of study in the near future, in a rediscovery of forms of communication and in an analysis of the dimension and reach of the digital platforms on politics. With this study we seek to map future analyses on the relationship between the media and politics, based on the theoretical articulation between communication and political science.
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